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THE STANDPIPE 
Innocence smiles and optional clothes 

Water from standpipe slowly flows 

O’ sweet water washes the mud away 

Guyana’s countryside back in the day 

Laughter of simpler times that quiver 

Teeth chattered with splashes of shiver 

Slippery soap to scrub skin and back 

Friendly skies and inhibition we lack 

Standpipe blossoms of righteous to see 

Song of youth with glory of life to be 

ECHOES OF GUYANA- POEMS 



 

COUNTRY HOUSE 
Sitting on the porch on peaceful day 

Country life where tranquility lay 

Green world and song birds blend 

Warm sunshine that Mother Nature send 

Rooster crows on the gently breeze 

Dancing fronds of the coconut trees 

Country house of family and love 

Bless with simplicity from above 

Absence haste, fussing or strife 

Essence of purity and a good life 

Fresh produce and delicious fruits 

Beautiful Guyana, land of roots 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HUM OF THE SEWING MACHINE 
Needle bobbing up and down 

Spool of thread spinning around 

Delicate and intricate pattern 

Stitching the seams of fashion 

Sweet smell of fabric so fresh 

New trousers, blouse or dress 

Mending zippers and the torn 

Restoring clothing to be worn 

Hum of household back then 

Ready-made is now the trend 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GOLD FEVER 
Deep in the heart of Guyana’s Jungle 

Jaguars, snakes and waterfalls tumble 

Highland’s shouts of new gold 

Gold fever for Porknocker so bold 

Brave souls from the coast and city 

Current of rapids and malaria to pity 

A thousand ways to cause death 

But song of gold upon his breath 

Armed only with batel and spade 

Nugget for prosperity he prayed 

Lure of land of El Dorado so old 

Shivers and shouts of glistening gold 

 

 



 

BEND OF THE RIVER 
Sweet calmness of river slows 

To inhale what life’s beauty knows 

Still, peaceful and without haste 

Meandering shores and quiet place 

Chirping birds on overhanging branches 

Heart of soul gracefully enhances 

The shallows captivates my core 

To swim, I wouldn’t wish for more 

River Bend of this joyous day 

Inviting waters where children play 

 

 

 



 

LUKANANI LANDING 
Leafy botany wraps its spell 

Back water with secrets to tell 

Bushman tale never meant to harm 

A Lukanani as long as your arm 

100 pound Hymara stories he told 

Tibacuri, Mullet and Catabac so bold 

 By fishing line where the water slows  

Essequibo secrets that black water knows 

 

 



 

SMALL DAYS 
Chick, chick, chick, chick conga tay 

Me see fowl mama, conga tay 

She send me to the shop, conga tay 

To buy some cakes conga tay 

Me put the cakes on the ground conga tay 

And me gon party conga tay… 

 

 

 

 



 

SAD OLD HOUSE  
Abandoned house sits beneath a breadfruit  

Broken down entwined memories of roots  

Rusting roof, paint faded and wood rotten 

Empty of happier times but now forgotten 

Yard overgrown with trees and vine 

Where clothes once danced on the line 

Wild bush where flowers once grew 

Deserted of family that loved and knew 

Forsaken of dreams and children song 

Slowly collapsing with laughter gone 

Spiders spin where many critters creak 

Myths and folklores of Guyana speak 

Story of sad old house with walls that talk 

Echoes of memories and shadows now walk 



 

THE BERBICE CHAIR 
Respite for tired mind and back 

Historical Berbice chair to relax 

Exotic long arm chair of antiquity 

Showcase of comfort and sanctity 

Crafted to fits natural curvature 

Splendor of wood and exotic furniture 

Cushion matting that fasteners adorn 

Supportive straps and years of worn 

Melody of history, peace and rest 

Chair of Guyana, handsomely blessed 
 

 
 


